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Equity markets started the new year in a positive mood as optimism 
regarding the strength of the global economy, which is expected to grow 
at its strongest level since 2010, helped drive strong flows into equities. 
This sentiment also drove government bond prices lower and yields higher 
owing to the greater likelihood that developed market Central Banks, led 
by the US Federal Reserve, will proceed with tightening monetary policy 
throughout this year. However, returns for UK investors were more muted 
over the month owing to the strengthening of the Pound. Since the end of 
the month, global equity markets have experienced a significant pick-up 
in volatility and this is something we covered in our recent Market Update, 
which we have also included at the end of this commentary.

UK
Office for National Statistics (ONS) figures showed that the UK economy 
grew at a faster than expected pace of 0.5% over the fourth quarter, 
bringing the growth rate for 2017 to 1.8%. This pace of growth was the 
economy’s slowest rate since 2012, albeit only marginally slower than 
the 1.9% growth achieved in 2016. Assessment of the data showed that 
the manufacturing sector remained the strongest area of the economy, 
growing 1.3% over the last quarter of 2017, bolstered in large part by 
strong demand from continental Europe which is still by some distance the 
UK’s largest export market. The annual inflation rate, as measured by the 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) dipped to 3% in December, down slightly from 
the 3.1% reading in November, as lower airfares caused most of the fall in 
the index. Our expectation is that UK inflation will trend downwards over 
the coming year, as the inflationary pressures caused by a weakening of 
the Pound, which occurred in the months following the EU Referendum, 
phases out of the figures. This is likely to provide much needed relief to 
households which have been experiencing negative real (inflation adjusted) 
wage growth. Owing to domestic growth which has remained reasonable 
and the global economy, which has accelerated over the last 18 months, 
expectations for the next Bank of England rate rise have been pulled 
forward, with the market now pricing in a roughly 50% likelihood that the 
Bank raise rates again in May. In spite of this more positive outlook, we 
remain concerned that the impact of last November’s rise in the base rate 
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along with the upcoming end of the Bank of England’s 
Term Funding Scheme in February, will cause a further 
cooling of the domestic property market. With the 
importance of house prices in influencing household 
confidence, we believe this headwind is being under-
appreciated by many market commentators. 

A combination of broad weakness in the US Dollar 
and the better than expected domestic data drove 
the Pound up almost 5% against the Dollar over the 
period, although it was largely unchanged against the 
Euro. The yield on the 10 year Gilt ended the month 
33 basis points higher and Gilts of all maturities saw 
mark-to-market losses. We retain minimal exposure to 
long-dated bonds across our managed portfolios, owing 
to the still unattractive valuations and poor risk-return 
trade-off when investing in this area of the market.  

US
The US economy grew at an annualised pace of 2.6% 
over the fourth quarter according to the initial estimate 
released in January, slightly below expectations but 
still indicative of a buoyant economy. The US Federal 
Reserve are expected to raise the Fed Funds Rate three 
times over 2018, as the impact of the tax cuts approved 
by Congress in December, which are expected to add 
c.0.5% to US GDP this year, and growing inflationary 
pressures give the Fed the confidence to proceed. 
Despite the Federal Reserve proceeding to tighten 
monetary policy this year – in addition to raising rates 
they also plan on gradually reducing the size of their 
balance sheet each month - January saw the US Dollar 
weaken markedly against most major currencies. This 
move was largely driven by twin concerns that the 
growing US fiscal deficit, which will grow this year as a 
result of the aforementioned corporate and household 
tax cuts, will saturate the global financial system with US 
Dollars and, secondly, that the Chinese authorities will 
look to gradually reduce their holdings in US Treasuries 
at the expense of other currencies, particularly the 
Euro. The weakness of the Dollar, as well as growing 
confidence regarding corporate earnings, helped drive 
the S&P 500 to a gain of 5.6% in Dollar terms. 

Trade Weighted Dollar has fallen significantly since the end of 2016
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Eurozone
The Eurozone economy grew 2.6% over 2017, 
its strongest rate for over 10 years. The region’s 
manufacturing sector has enjoyed particularly strong 
growth over recent months, bolstered by a bounce 
back in both domestic and overseas demand for 
capital goods. Despite the buoyant growth outlook 
for the currency bloc, inflationary pressures remain 
largely benign with the December reading for the 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) indicating the price gauge 
increased only 1.4% over the year. This is largely due 
to the high amount of slack within the currency bloc’s 
peripheral economies, where the unemployment rate 
is significantly above that of the Eurozone as a whole. 
In contrast, the German economy is seeing initial signs 
of overheating, with wage growth in particular starting 
to accelerate. January saw the European Central 
Bank (ECB) reduce the size of their bond buying (QE) 
programme from 60bn Euros to 30bn Euros per month, 
and many commentators expect the Central Bank to 
end their asset purchases by the end of the year.

China
Official government statistics showed that the Chinese 
economy grew at an annualised pace of 6.8% in the 
fourth quarter when compared to the same period in 
the year prior, a strong showing bolstered by credit 
growth which remains well above the nominal growth 
rate of the economy. Offshore Chinese stocks saw 
explosive share price growth over the month, as retail 
investors drove the market higher on the back of 
optimism over future growth prospects, particularly 
within sectors such as technology and MSCI China 
H, which measures the performance of Chinese 
companies listed in Hong Kong, gaining 15.6% over the 
month. 

 

Asset Class Performance – End January 2018 (in Sterling terms)

Asset Class Dart Capital 
Position 1 Month 3 Months 12 Months Index

Cash +0.05% +0.12% +0.31% Bank Of England Base Rate in GBP

Fixed Interest -2.34% -1.18% -1.18% iBoxx Sterling Gilts All Maturities in GBP

Equities - UK -1.92% +0.59% +7.13% MSCI UK All Cap in GBP

Equities - 
International

+0.59% +1.94% +10.96% MSCI All Country World Index ex UK in GBP

Property +0.53% +1.46% +7.69% FE UK Property Proxy in GBP

Alternatives +0.05% +0.12% +0.31% Bank of England Base Rate

Benchmarks are capital return which excludes income

Month to 31 January 2018 

Treasury yields data supplied by Thomson Reuters

All other performance data supplied by Financial Express Analytics 

Dart Capital positions based on Dart Capital mid risk strategy
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Market Update
The remarkable calm which had overcome global 
stock markets over the course of 2017 has come to an 
end over recent trading days with all regional equity 
markets suffering drawdowns. Most notably, the US’s 
S&P 500 benchmark ended yesterday’s trading down 
4% whilst the UK’s FTSE 100 is, as of writing, down c.4% 
from its closing level on Friday. Asian markets were 
also down heavily overnight. Importantly, in this risk-off 
environment our managed portfolios have benefitted 
from having significant exposure to safe haven assets, 
most notably Gold and the Yen, which have performed 
well over recent days. Although certainly newsworthy, 
these market moves should be put in the context of 
international equity markets which had started the year 
in particularly ebullient fashion with the S&P 500 up 
over 5% in US Dollar terms over January, having already 
delivered strong gains for investors last year. 

Global markets have come under increasing pressure 
as concerns regarding rising US Treasury yields, a 
function of growing inflationary pressures, has caused 
investors to question the “goldilocks” environment 
of strong growth and low inflation which drove such 

strong returns last year. As we have outlined in recent 
market commentaries, 2017 saw remarkably benign 
market conditions as accommodative central bank 
policy and improving global growth dynamics drove 
positive investor sentiment. Although this sentiment 
did continue into this year we were wary that markets 
could be subject to a shock as Central Banks ease back 
from their QE policies thus triggering a potential rise in 
global bond yields. The strength of yesterday’s sell off 
can be at least somewhat attributed to the increasing 
importance of algorithmic trading, which automatically 
buys and sells at certain key technical levels. 

Fundamentally, the market moves over recent days 
have not changed our outlook, which was that 
reasonable global growth will be supportive for 
corporate profits this year, but that the generally high 
level of equity market valuations and the retrenchment 
of Central Banks from their Quantitative Easing policies 
could well be the cause of greater market volatility. 
Across low and mid-risk portfolios we retain significant 
exposure to diversifying strategies, as well as safe 
haven assets, in order to ensure that portfolios can 
be resilient even in these more challenging market 
conditions. 

This document does not constitute advice or a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, 
financial situations or needs of individuals. This document is not intended for further distribution. This document has been prepared 
with all reasonable care and is not knowingly misleading in whole or in part. The information herein is obtained from sources which 
we consider to be reliable but its accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed. The opinions and conclusions given are those 
of Dart Capital Limited and are subject to change without notice. The value of securities and the income from them may fluctuate. No 
responsibility is taken for any losses, including, without limitation, any consequential loss, which may be incurred by anyone acting on 
information in this document. It should be remembered that past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance.


